Cherrington Beachcleaners combine the rugged dependability required for rock picking with the precision screening expected for private resort beaches in these high capacity screeners.

Cherrington Beachcleaners are the only Beachcleaners engineered with the versatile design you need to complete your beach building projects on time and on budget.

- Rocks
- Coral
- Trash
- Seaweed
- Driftwood

**ALL REMOVED BY CHERRINGTON!**

[www.cherrington.net](http://www.cherrington.net)

[beaches@cherrington.net](mailto:beaches@cherrington.net)
CHERRINGTON BEACHCLEANERS AND SCREENERS

UNPARALLELED EFFICIENCY Only Cherrington does it all in One Pass. With Cherrington’s Lift and Screen system, the sand is thoroughly screened of all debris from 1/2” (13mm) to 10” (254mm) in diameter in one efficient pass.

EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS On wet or dry sand; on the upper beach or along the tideline - Cherrington collects the unwanted coral, rocks, seaweed and trash in the hopper while quickly returning the sand to the beach.

LOW MAINTENANCE With Cherrington’s fixed screen design and carbide wear points you get the advantage of the screening process without the stretching and excessive maintenance costs of machines with revolving belts.

It’s more than just clean -

It has been Cherringtonized!

THE PROOF IS IN THE HOPPER Whatever your beachcleaning challenge - rock, coral, shells, construction debris, trash or seaweed - with Cherrington it is no problem!

www.cherrington.net